At their regular price of $199.95, a pair of TDC Via loudspeakers are an excellent bargain. At their "Back to School" sale price of $130 a pair, they are an outrageous bargain. These speakers were designed by people whose primary concern is high fidelity—not high profits.

Employing a 10" woofer and 2/4" tweeter (crossed over at 1,500 Hz), TDC Via's produce extremely realistic bass and clean, accurate highs. The good looking cabinets are finished in walnut with a stain resistant vinyl coating. Come into Tech Hifi's specially equipped sound rooms and compare them with speakers costing twice as much. You'll be as impressed as we were when we first heard them.

This $200 component system should solve the biggest problem that a freshman encounters: making friends. New friends will mob your room to listen to the clarity of the TDC Via loudspeakers driven by the Rotel RX 150, and you can take a break to talk to them without constantly changing records. Moreover, the tubular tonearm on the BSR 310X turntable tracks the magnetic cartridge so lightly on the records that your new friends will have no fear of damage to their records. The BSR 310X turns up to six records and changes them automatically. Moreover, the tubular tonearm on the BSR 310X turntable tracks the magnetic cartridge so lightly on the records that your new friends will have no fear of damage to their records.

The list price of this BSR / Rotel / TDC system is $275, but all Tech Hifi stores will have this system displayed for $199—a discount of 27%.

"In ancient education, generally music, i.e. vocal and instrumental, came first," from a History of Education in Antiquity, by H. I. Maccoby. The ancients believed that all educators should have an understanding of music, in all its many forms. What better way to study this concept than through a stereo system from Tech Hifi. "The Educator's Choice" system includes a Harman-Kardon 330a AM/FM receiver, two EPI 100 loudspeakers and the Miracord 620U turntable; it sells for $449. The Harman-Kardon 330a will receive with "first row" clarity all the FM stations in the area. Its continuous rms power is 45 watts, entirely enough to drive the EPI 100 two-way loudspeakers. The EPI 100 is EPI's first and most popular speaker. The EPI 100's are noted for extreme linearity in response and natural high frequency tones. Testhifi has chosen the Bang- on-Minneapolis ADC magnetic cartridge for use in this system because of its freedom from turntable rumble and inner groove distortion. The ADC 900 induced magnetic cartridge complements the superior tracking ability of the Miracord 620U and will be installed and adjusted at Techhifi by your salesman. Static marks first in hi-fi components, like this EPI/Harman-Kardon / Miracord / ADC stereo system from Tech Hifi, Price includes base, dustcover, cartridge and walnut cabinet for the receiver.
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